August 5-7, 2019

APPLY TODAY

Visit the beautiful Copper Country in August and learn how to bring Innovation skillsets and mindsets to your organization by attending the inaugural Ignite Innovation workshop at Michigan Tech. By attending this experiential and highly interactive workshop you will...

- Identify the ignitors and extinguishers of innovation
- Develop & practice the tools of innovation
- Examine your own story of innovation
- Apply the design thinking process to your team and envision how to grow and expand its innovation capabilities
- Leave with a plan to ignite innovation within your own team/organization

Please complete the registration form to indicate your interest in attending. Space is limited, so apply early. Cost to attend this 2-1/2 day workshop is $1500. Your workshop facilitators have been trained in the design thinking process developed by Stanford's d.school and made famous by IDEO. Proceeds from the workshop will go to support student scholarships and travel.

bit.ly/igniteinnovation2019